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This project is about design and development multi-level LED dot matrix display panel. Microcontroller programs are developed to generate characters and graphics to for this module. The objectives of the project are to design a display panel by using several dozens of LED dot matrix display and it accessible to the user to change and modify the display pattern. This project consists of two major components, which are the microcontroller and the LED dot matrix display. LED dot matrix displays are well known as an effective and economical means of data distribution to the masses. The encoded characters and graphics data are stored into the memory of microcontroller. During the process, the data are sent to the LED dot matrix for display. User can be change the character and pattern from the source code and reprogram into the microcontroller.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

LED display has become popular to convey all types of message to the public. With its attractive and interesting displays, including wide-variant of pattern. Text or even graphics can be easily conveyed to the public either during the daytime or midnight. However, previous signboards basically are produced in banner or poster type. This is an ineffective method to convey information that able to attract attention from the public especially during nighttime. LED displays also provide power efficiency compound with any other type of electronic display board. The development of this project will prevent the limitation of current signboard display. The LED will turn ON once to display information for the whole day and the lifespan is much longer than bulb and others lighting source. Therefore it can save the cost of frequently changing the bulb, poster and also the energy used.

So in this project, a display panel using 18 pieces of 8x8 LED dot matrix display will be designed. 18 pieces of 8x8 LED dot matrix display will be used to give a large space to create more attractive numeric, alphanumeric and animation.
The display produces numeric, alphanumeric and also image characters for the benefit of the mass. The design is user-friendly and easily-accessible to the user to change and modify the display pattern.

1.2 Problem Statement

Small size of LED dot matrix display has a limited character to perform. Limited character will cause hard to convey the message to the public clearly and perform in attractive way. Therefore, this project had extend the size of the LED dot matrix display by using 18 pieces of LED dot matrix which can be overcome the problem of limited character.

1.3 Objectives

The main goal of this project is to allow us to implementation and design a LED dot matrix display in the software and the hardware. Beside that there are others objectives to be achieved in this project which are:

i) To design and develop a Multi-level LED Dot Matrix Display Panel using PIC Microcontroller.

ii) To display the numeric, alphanumeric and image characters.

iii) User interactivity to modify / change pattern for display.
1.4 **Scope of Project**

The scope of work in this project is stated as given:

i) Using 18 pieces of 8x8 LED dot matrix to design the display panel.

ii) Using Assembly language as programming language to program the microcontroller.

iii) The LED display is utilized Red colored LED dot matrix.

iv) Display alphanumeric and graphic character.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background Study

Hardware development is very important towards the success of integrating both software and hardware. There many types or microcontroller and LED matrix dot display can be found on the market. Therefore, a literature review was done to develop the suitable component for the project. Besides, the application program is debugged and modified to ensure that it runs accordingly to the program algorithm.

2.2 Review of Previous Studies

2.2.1 Moving Message Display
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The LED moving font is built up of separate modules consisting of 64 LEDs each (8x8 matrix). The modules can be cascaded according to the desired size of the font. Each module is controlled by the LED display driver MAX7219 (or MAX7221) which can drive 64 LEDs. The display data is transferred serially to this display driver via the pins DIN, CLK and LOAD. The pin DOUT can be connected to the input DIN of the following display driver, all CLK and all LOAD pins are connected together. The datasheet is available on Maxim’s homepage.

The modules are controlled by an 8051-compatible microcontroller AT89C51 (LED moving font controller variant 1) or AT89C2051 (LED moving font controller variant 2) from Atmel which provide 4 kB or 2kB flash memory on-chip. The LED display driver MAX 7219 CNG is available from Reichelt or Segor, a free sample can be ordered on the homepage of Maxim. The LED display driver is mounted together with a LED module (8x8 matrixes) on the LED module PCB.
The display text is stored in an EEPROM. The text can be downloaded via a serial RS232 connection from a PC. From the PC a text file containing the text is sent. The baud rate can also be set to 600 Baud (via additional jumper), because some PCs have problems with hardware handshaking, which would be necessary at 1200 or 9600 Baud download speed. Dependent on the storage size of the EEPROM up to 2045 characters can be stored. It is also possible to store the text in the flash ROM of the microcontroller. But then it is necessary to reassemble the program code if the text is changed and to reprogram the flash ROM. If an EEPROM is used, changes of the text can be done easily via serial downloading. A maximum of 11 LED modules (each module consisting of 8x8 LEDs) can be used. The moving font is already working with 1 module.

2.2.2 LED Displays Datalines

![LED Displays Datalines](image)

Figure 2.2: LED Displays Datalines

Data Display designs and manufactures a large selection of both indoor and outdoor moving message displays, using LED (Light Emitting Diode) technology, which is known for its reliability, legibility and ease of maintenance.